Monaco Grand Prix:
Stay in pole position

Always at the heart of festivities, be they sports or cultural events, Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de
Mer pulls out all the stops to thrill and enchant you with a full range of excitement. When night falls,
it lights up the most iconic Formula 1 racetrack in the world and bedecks it with glamorous and
unbridled parties.

Warm-up parties, La Rascasse and Jimmy'z are all on an equal footing
Warm-up parties
For the second year running, the trendy Warm Up parties are taking place in the sublime Sea Lounge
at Monte-Carlo Beach. Under the parasol pine trees, through the night from 4pm until 1am, you can
enjoy a cocktail on the sand in a light and festive atmosphere which sets the tone for these
extravagant parties. On Friday 27th and Saturday 28th May, KRIS CORLEONE will dazzle the pontoon
at the Beach Club with his remarkable energy. To close the Grand Prix, the famous DJ LUCIANO will
be performing on Sunday 29th May, electrifying the atmosphere with his pure house mixed with
Latino sounds.
Friday 27th and Saturday 28th May: free entry
Sunday 29th May: prices from €500 per person
The wild Apéros at La Rascasse
Situated in the racetrack's crucial bend, La Rascasse celebrates the Grand Prix in its own special way.
Every day, once the racing cars have sped by, an avalanche of surprises awaits with live music mixed
in with the euphoria of the race's biggest fans. On the programme: DJs, performers, stilt walkers, fire
performers, streamers, snow, all with the promise of some crazy festivities.
Thursday 26th May, Formula 1 trials deal: €195 per person

At Jimmy’z, a one-of-a-kind parade of international performances
The emblematic Monaco club unveils an exceptional programme to stimulate the parties to the
rhythm of hip-hop and electro. AKON, a symbolic RnB figure, gets things started on Thursday 26th
May. Two modern music references with entirely different styles will perform for the first time in the
Principality: Italian MARCO CAROLA on Friday 27th May, and world-famous rapper 50 CENT on
Saturday 28th May.
To finish this parade of performances, the event organised in favour of the Fondation Princesse
Charlène de Monaco (www.fondationprincessecharlene.mc), the main objective of which is to save
lives by fighting against drowning. The Foundation also promotes sport as a way of educating and
helping the development of children. On Sunday 29th May, DJs MARTIN SOLVEIG and JACK-E will be
on the decks, to the delight of electronic music fans.
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About the Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer Group
Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer offers a unique experience uniting well-being and gastronomy and offers
its clients a resort like no other in the world: 4 casinos, including the legendary Monte-Carlo Casino, 4 hotels
(Hôtel de Paris, Hôtel Hermitage, Monte-Carlo Beach, Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort), and 33 restaurants
including 4 which have 6 prestigious Michelin stars between them. Known for its nightlife, the Monte-Carlo
Société des Bains de Mer Group offers an astounding choice of bars and concert halls. A promoter of new
talent and a committed supporter of artistic creation, the Group offers musical entertainment with daring
artistic headliners at the Sporting Summer Festival, the Monte-Carlo Jazz Festival, the Rascasse and at the
Buddha Bar. Its nightclub, Jimmy'z, is one of the most reputable in Europe and has been for the past 40 years.

#mymontecarlo
Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer has set up the hashtag #mymontecarlo where guests share their
experiences of the resort. Hundreds of photos are posted each day with this hashtag, which brings the
community of Monte-Carlo fans together. Use without moderation!
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